Higher education is a critical component of society’s culture and knowledge that plays an important role in the society’s political and economic development. Higher education worldwide is changing and so too is nursing education, in particular, at tertiary level. The change in what and how we teach our future nursing generation depend largely on the country’s needs for health care services for the increasing ageing population with increasing burden of chronic diseases. With these changes, the requirements for nursing practice call for health care professional to implement current best evidence interventions in making sound clinical decisions.

Fundamental preparing of nurses for the requirements for practice depends on their educational preparation. While there has been consensus on the importance of evidence-based practice (EBP), discussions on how to embed EBP as an educational paradigm and the inclusion of this as a standard in nursing curricula is limited. Although curriculum change is a slow process, we as nurse educators and leaders could guide the directions of nursing curriculum development that would inculcate EBP in our teachers and students alike.

When we are at a time for obtaining accreditation of our nursing curriculum, we need to ask ourselves what our current nursing curriculum looks like. Do we still have a curriculum following the traditional way where contents are basically skill-based, competency-directed? What are the units or modules that we need to change? What would our aims and objectives look like? What would be our teaching and assessment strategies? Who will be our future students and what graduate outcomes do we need to achieve? What theoretical framework are we going to adopt to guide our curriculum? These are basic questions that we need to consider when developing a nursing curriculum. Providing EBP is a trend that can strengthen the delivery of safe and effective nursing care. Therefore, the responsibility of preparing nursing graduates for this role becomes the responsibility of nurse educators and the curriculum that incorporates evidence-based nursing as its core element and the framework and strategies that supports these.

Educating the future nurse is a daunting task for nurse educators. The beginning knowledge in biological and psychological sciences, nursing theories, patient care competencies, legal and ethical issues in nursing and other university and accreditation board requirements must all be considered essential knowledge and skills. The current nursing curriculum is heaving with these contents, thus leaving little time for reflection, debate and research experience. However, contemporary health care organizations expect graduate nurses to be able to critique existing practices and make evidence-based changes to improve patient outcomes (1). Innovating strategies to incorporate EBP in the curriculum will need new methods of teaching and assessing students to develop in them critical reflection and decision-making skills by incorporating creative and interactive strategies that make theory more relevant to practice (2). EBP projects should be part of the requirements of the curriculum and extrapolated in the essential competencies for EBP in nursing (3). Coordination and cooperative experiential activities could be used to stimulate critical thinking through interdisciplinary team collaboration thus encouraging and supporting interprofessional education further.

In developing an evidence-based curriculum, the Institute of Medicine, for example, identified five core competencies for health care professionals within the 21st century health care system which nursing profession could be adopted: (provide patient-centered care, work in interdisciplinary teams, use EBP, apply quality improvement, and use informatics (4). To achieve all these competencies, it was suggested that
spiraling the curriculum structure is needed as a constructivist approach to learning the increasing complex learning activities in the curriculum structure (5). In the spiral curriculum framework, teaching and assessment strategies are designed to engage, motivate, and promote students’ understanding of the content of the curriculum by enhancing transfer of EBP knowledge to practice settings. Nursing curriculum must also step away from simply teaching students how research is conducted but must reflect the use of evidence into practice to enhance EPB integration into the curriculum overall content and aspirations.

Debates have also been occurring how EBP pedagogy can be threaded throughout the undergraduate nursing curriculum and in particular how to foster critical thinking skills and how to instill knowledge of EBP procedures (6, 7). In schools of nursing in the United States, for example, the undergraduate curriculum was redesigned to assist students in their development of beginning knowledge and skills in EBP by carefully leveling the EBP content in three nursing science courses. Teaching and learning methods were revised not only to include lectures, group work, classroom practice, and interactive simulated approaches but also role modeling in class and the adoption of models for implementing EBP (8, 9). Evaluation of learning outcomes was determined through objectives tests, literature search projects, classroom participations, and critical appraisal of primary research report assignments. They found that the success in leveling EBP in the curriculum were the involvement of national nursing experts, carefully designed course objectives and activities that were complementary, building from one course to the next without unnecessary overlap, and ensuring fully incorporating EPB concepts both in the classroom and clinical area.

Hand in hand with developing the nursing curriculum is planning the clinical practicum of students. In the United Kingdom, it was suggested that an innovative clinical practicum is needed to integrate EBP by revising the curriculum. In the former curriculum model, the students were enrolled in courses that focused progressively on the nurses’ role in providing patient care and in the final year, students were expected to synthesize the previous curricular knowledge to patient groups. In the revised curriculum, the goal was to expose students to opportunities that encouraged them to use EBP and develop skills and confidence in incorporating EBP into their daily clinical practicum (10). The results of the evaluation of this new approach to clinical practicum showed that students benefited in developing skills and appreciating the essential component of EBP in nursing practice. The health care institution also benefited by knowing that there will be a pool of nursing graduates with fresh, creative talents that will change and shape the future of nursing practice (10).

However, there are a number of barriers why EBP is not embedded in the curriculum. The most critical barriers are the inadequate EBP knowledge and skills of teachers (11), negative attitude towards EBP (12), lack of EBP mentors to work with teachers (13), inadequate resources and support from administrators, insufficient time due to high teaching load, and staffing shortages (14). Overcoming these barriers is basically putting in place how to support staff in ensuring the EBP is embedded successfully in the curriculum. The EBP paradigm needs to be communicated, discussed, and implemented by all involved in the undergraduate nursing program. Without the spirit of cooperation and shared undertaking, implementation of EBP within the context of caring and preparing nursing students will never materialize.

Nursing education in universities is here to stay. Curriculum change requires planning involving nursing experts and other academic experts within and outside the university and most importantly, cooperation among the staff and an acceptance that curriculum change is important to advance the nursing discipline into a new level. The role of the deans of schools of nursing in creating the context for implementing and sustaining EBP in the curriculum is a challenging task. By creating a supportive environment with adequate financial and human resources, nurse leaders could be a significant force to shape the school of nursing culture. The first step is for the nurse leader to believe that transformative EBP curriculum is possible and have the empowering
skills to build the confidence among the teaching staff. We have to think of our role in preparing our nursing students’ to their future role to meet the demands of the health care services for knowledgeable and confident nurses who can work independently and take an active role in adapting EBP to meet the needs of patients.
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